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* * "Tom Brown and Tom Bailey are, among boys in books, alone deserving to be

named with Tom Sawyer. "- The Atlantic Monthly.
006.

ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER.
BY MARK TWAIN,

Author of "Innocents Abroad," " Roughing It," " Old Times on the MIississippi."

Crown 8vo., 350 Pages, Cloth, $1.00; Paper Covers. 75c.

From the Atlantic Mont/i/y.
* * * "The limitations of his transgressions are nicely and artistically traced. * * *

li a word, he is a boy on the moral side. What makes him delightful to the reader is that on the
iUaginative side he is very much more, and though every boy lias wild and fantastic dreams, this
boy cannot rest till he has somehow realized them. The local material and the incidents with
which his career is worked up are excellent, and throughout there is scrupulous regard for the
boy's paint of view in reference to his surroundings and himself, which shows how rapidly Mr.
Clemens has grown as an artist. We do not remember anything in which this proprety is
Violated, and its preservation adds immensely to the grown-up reader's satisfaction in the amusing
and excitïng story."

"We have found at last the American novel."--Cania n Illustrated Newos.

GIEBIEL COIROY.
B's B>ET AITE.

Crown 8vo., Cloth, $1,25. Paper Covers, 75c.

" 'Gabriel Conroy' is written in the author's most original vein, and altogether the story
has proved to be one of Bret Harte's MAS'ERPIECES."-enidalillercury.

" Bret Harte's novel introduces many truly fine descriptive passages and heart-thrilling
incidents. The writer's vivid power as a poet has long been recognized, not only in America, but
in this country, and ' Gabriel Conroy' will, we venture to think,.add greatly to his fame, and to a
large extent increase the number of his admirers."-Ipswich Chronicle.

* * " It is a serial that will make every new number of Scribnei's eagerly sought for."-
Boston Post.

* * * " The record of events as they happen, thoughts as they occur, things as they appear,
day after day, set down clearly and simply, but with all the unconscious charm of a style which s
here at its best, and with a touch so light, so brief, so passing, so uninsistent, that from beginning
to end the book never w-earies. The author's humor is a delicious light on it all."-The Atlantic
Monthly.

Mumm.es anc. Moslems.
BY CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER.

Crown Svo., 480 pages. CI th. S1.25. Paper. S1.00.
The following extract is from the Work :
" Upon the narrow and dirty bow, over a slow lire, on a shallow copper dish, a dark and

lender boy is cooking flap-jacks as big as the flap of a leathern apron. He takes the flap-jack up
by the edge in his fingers and turns it over, when one side is cooked, as easily as if it were a
sheepskin. There is a pile of them beside him, enough to make a whole suit of clothes, burnous
and all, and very durable it would .prove. Near him is tied, by a cotton cord, a half-grown leopard,
elegantly spotted, who has a habit of running out his tongue. giving a side-lick of his chops, and
loking at you in the most friendly manner. If [,were the boy, I wouldn't stand with my naked
back to a leopard which is tied with a slight string."
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